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Revelation 3:14, 
“And to the 
angel of the 
church of the 
Laodiceans 
write, ‘These 
things says the 
Amen, the 
Faithful and 
True Witness, 
the Beginning 
of the creation 
of God:’ ”







Laodicea

The Pictorial Library of Bible Lands provides PowerPoint files in addition to individual jpg images.  This may make it easier for those using PowerPoint to 
quickly copy and paste slides into their own presentations.  The PowerPoints also have some measure of organization (usually in a logical tour 
sequence), whereas the jpg images are listed alphabetically.  Note though that the PowerPoint files do not include the highest-resolution images 
(1600x1200 or higher) for reasons of space and performance.  The images in the PowerPoints are approximately 1024x768 (XGA), the maximum that 
most projectors and many monitors are capable of.  Users will particularly benefit from accessing the individual higher-res jpg images if 1) they have a 
projection system higher than XGA; 2) they want to zoom in on a particular portion of an image; 3) they want to crop, edit, adapt, or print an image.  See 
also the “Readme” file for more information and tips.



Laodicea tell from south



Laodicea bridge crossing Lycus River



Laodicea aqueduct piece with bathhouse remains



Laodicea aqueduct pieces



Laodicea aqueduct south of tell



Laodicea pipes with 
calcium



Laodicea clay pipe with calcium deposits



Colossae

The Pictorial Library of Bible Lands provides PowerPoint files in addition to individual jpg images.  This may make it easier for those using PowerPoint to 
quickly copy and paste slides into their own presentations.  The PowerPoints also have some measure of organization (usually in a logical tour 
sequence), whereas the jpg images are listed alphabetically.  Note though that the PowerPoint files do not include the highest-resolution images 
(1600x1200 or higher) for reasons of space and performance.  The images in the PowerPoints are approximately 1024x768 (XGA), the maximum that 
most projectors and many monitors are capable of.  Users will particularly benefit from accessing the individual higher-res jpg images if 1) they have a 
projection system higher than XGA; 2) they want to zoom in on a particular portion of an image; 3) they want to crop, edit, adapt, or print an image.  See 
also the “Readme” file for more information and tips.



Colossae tell from north



Colossae stream of cold water



Hierapolis

The Pictorial Library of Bible Lands provides PowerPoint files in addition to individual jpg images.  This may make it easier for those using PowerPoint to 
quickly copy and paste slides into their own presentations.  The PowerPoints also have some measure of organization (usually in a logical tour 
sequence), whereas the jpg images are listed alphabetically.  Note though that the PowerPoint files do not include the highest-resolution images 
(1600x1200 or higher) for reasons of space and performance.  The images in the PowerPoints are approximately 1024x768 (XGA), the maximum that 
most projectors and many monitors are capable of.  Users will particularly benefit from accessing the individual higher-res jpg images if 1) they have a 
projection system higher than XGA; 2) they want to zoom in on a particular portion of an image; 3) they want to crop, edit, adapt, or print an image.  See 
also the “Readme” file for more information and tips.



Hierapolis city street and Domitian's Gate



Hierapolis city street



2. The area was noted for wool production



Laodicea black sheep



Revelation 3:14, “And to the angel of the 
church of the Laodiceans write, ‘These things 
says the Amen, the Faithful and True Witness, 
the Beginning of the creation of God:’ ”



1. Commission: an address opens each letter
2. Character: a citation of specific attributes 

of Christ
3. Commendation: a praise for spiritual advance
4. Condemnation: a warning about a spiritual 

flaw in the congregation
5. Correction: a prescription to recovery
6. Call: a command to listen and apply
7. Challenge: a personal promise of reward

Revelation 2–3
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